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THE CHOCOLATE BAR
 1835 W. Alabama Houston 770005 713.520.8599 theoriginalchocolatebar.com 

(Sister store 2521 University Blvd in the Rice Village)
Well, it’s not a restaurant per se, folks, BUT there ARE some very nice things to eat at The Chocolate Bar, so I have a feeling you will forgive 
me for the slight deviation from my regular format. ((-: This specialty shop is a jewel in Houston’s culinary crown. These chocolatiers make 
such unique and delicious wares that once you have visited, you will be hooked. Don’t dare take your children! (Wink) In addition to a selling 
a wide range of specialty chocolate products-many you would never have dreamed of – The Chocolate Bar also occasionally has live music, 
and it is available for birthday and other parties. Check the Web site for more information. For that matter, just check the Web site to see 
the photos of their huge chocolate cakes, many of which are 12 inches tall, or more-they sell by the slice or by the cake. Just as special as 
the cakes are the many flavors of ice cream, all featuring…chocolate: Creamy Dreamy Truffle; Totally Nuts; Toffee Coffee Time; German 
Chocolate; Teddy Camp Smores; Chocolate Malt; Root Beer Float; Chocolate Banana Pudding; Cape Cod Crunch; Triple Decadence; Brownie 
Supreme; and many more. Also available are a full variety of espresso drinks and gourmet coffee and teas. Brownies; Cookies. Frozen hot 
chocolate; Sugar free chocolates; Chocolate bricks; Greeting bars; Gourmet dessert spoons; Single clusters & treats; Hand dipped favorites; 
Dipped fortune cookies; Triple crème truffles. Many of these items are available online, so go shopping in person or on your computer. 

CHURRASCA BRAZILIAN STEAKHOUSE
7801 Westheimer  Houston 77063  713.677.0154 churrascabraziliansteak.com 

This relatively new entry onto the Brazilian steakhouse scene is my favorite.  From the exciting entrance into this architecturally exciting space 
to the warm welcome by a genuinely friendly staff, to the caring service, to the non-stop swords of delicious meats brought to your table…all is 
over the top pleasing and professional.  If you are early, you can get starting relaxing with a cocktail at the bar.  Ask for a special Brazilian cocktail 
to get in the mood.  FYI: Open Table ranks Churrasca 4.9 out of 5.0, so you get the picture.  The huge salad bar beckons as you are led to your 
table, and after placing your beverage order and being handed a red and a green card, the sentinels holding smoking swords garlanded with 
perfectly seasoned meats start arriving.  Since you have already been handed your own personal set of tongs, you can grasp the slivers of meat 
as the server slowly slices it for you…lamb, rib eye, pork, chicken, and other cuts of beef.  The server will ask your preference of done-ness, and 
will slice appropriately from his sword.  As long as your green card is showing next to your plate, the swordsmen never stop.  Even if you need 
a pause and show red for a few moments, the vigilant staff will instantly react when once more they see green.  Back to the salad bar:  it looks 
like it is maybe fifty feet long, and one could easily make a full gourmet meal from it alone…my advice is not to go there first because you need 
to save room for the delights from the grill.  This is a restaurant for a special occasion, or just a regular night out for a very satisfying dinner 
experience.


